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Rivercity Innovations, a Saskatchewan based IoT technology solution provider focused 

on food-tech, announces integration of their cold chain temperature monitoring solution 

with the leading restaurant team management platform, 7shifts. 

 
(Tuesday June 6, 2023) – Saskatchewan-based tech startup Rivercity Innovations (RCI) is pleased to announce 

the launch of the integration of their IoT cold chain monitoring sensors and software with that of the leading restaurant 

team management platform, 7shifts who is also Saskatchewan based - a “Made in Saskatchewan” success story 

between our two tech companies.  RCI will be delivering its IoT based temperature monitoring services to 7shifts 

clients where those clients elect to adopt it. The result for the 7shifts client adding RCI’s tech to their system is less 

food loss, automated digitization of food safety compliance data, improved food quality due to temperature control 

monitoring, and reduced staff time spent collecting data on food temperatures in storage at restaurants. 

 

Jeff Shirley, CEO of RCI states “Working with 7shifts on this cold chain monitoring integration was an absolute 

pleasure. The 7shifts restaurant management software solution is the leader in the restaurant industry in North 

America, so bringing our technology to their over 40,000 clients is an honor. The fact we are both based in 

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan speaks to the quality of technology and innovation coming from our prairie province right 

here in Canada. Our solution is operational across Canada, USA, and Spain today. We offer the platform in English, 

French, and Spanish.” 

 

Rivercity Innovations delivers IoT solutions for cold chain monitoring of food services businesses including grocery, 

pharmacy, and restaurants. Our related solutions include options for last mile delivery, GPS tracking, and telemetry 

collection in ag-tech.  Rivercity manufactures it’s own sensors and software right here in Canada, ensuring our 

solution is secure and modern from end to end.  Read more about our 7shifts cold chain solution at 

www.rivercityinnovations.ca/7shifts, or visit https://integrations.7shifts.com/partners/rivercity to get connected to our 

latest technology to prevent food loss at your restaurant. 

 

For media inquiries, contact: 

 

Jeff Shirley 

CEO and Co-founder, Rivercity Innovations  

Phone: 306-380-6330  |  Email: jeff@rivercityinnovations.ca 

 

Arun Kumar 

Strategic Partnerships 

Email: arun.kumar@7shifts.com  

 
ABOUT RIVERCITY INNOVATIONS 

Saskatoon-based Rivercity Innovations builds world-class sensors for IoT solutions, 

including GPS, temperature, moisture, humidity, and other data, and is backed by 

investments from Conexus Venture Capital Inc. with support from Golden Opportunities 

Fund, Tribune Capital, and Startup TNT. It is known for its unique LoRa IoT solutions for industries requiring 

telemetry data. Its solutions include everything from GPS tracking to environmental monitoring for commercial 

property owners, but are primarily focused on cold chain monitoring. RCI deploys temperature monitoring solutions to 

grocers, restaurants, and pharmacies across North America and Europe for cold storage alerts and reporting 

compliance for those businesses. To learn more about Rivercity Innovations, visit www.rivercityinnovations.ca.  

 

ABOUT 7shifts. 

7shifts is the complete team management platform for restaurants. 7shifts provides tools that help 

restaurateurs make more profitable decisions, improve team retention, and get operations in order. 

7shifts is made for everyone — from FOH to BOH — and is trusted by over 40,000 restaurants and 

1 million restaurant pros. To learn more, visit www.7shifts.com.  
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